Transition Your Fleet to ELogs with the Experts in Hours of Service Compliance

- From paper logs to ELogs, J. J. Keller has been the leader in helping fleets comply with the Hours of Service regulations for over 60 years, and is trusted by more than 560,000 customers. We're the company you can trust to prepare for—and comply with—the ELog mandate.

- **End-to-end Service** – J. J. Keller provides end-to-end implementation and support for fleets transitioning to ELogs. We make sure your staff is completely trained to use the technology for improved compliance and work processes. We also offer web-based ELog implementation training and self-service training materials to accommodate self-paced situations. Our comprehensive approach to ongoing customer service is second to none.

- **Undeniable Accuracy** – Our in-house transportation experts have 220 years of combined regulatory expertise. They closely monitor regulations, work with federal and state agencies, and develop solutions to simplify the management of complex regulatory requirements. This means the compliance intelligence in our ELog solution is always based on the current DOT regulations.

- **Hours of Service Scrutiny** – We understand Hours of Service exceptions and build rule sets into our system to help protect your compliance program and your brand.

Learn more at JJKeller.com/ELogs
Or call 855.693.5338
ELogs Made Easy

J. J. Keller’s ELog solution allows companies to use drivers’ own smart devices or the all-inclusive J. J. Keller® Compliance Tablet™. This makes the transition from paper logs easier on you, your drivers, and your budget.

Simple
- Electronic logging devices (ELDs) install in less than 10 minutes
- ELogs look just like drivers’ paper logs
- Updates are done on the fly with no hardware swap outs

Flexible
- Works with all vehicle classes (1-8)
- Options from ELogs only to complete fleet management
- Compatible with iPhone®, iPad®, and most Android™ devices, and the J. J. Keller® Compliance Tablet™

Affordable
- Choose only the features you want
- Fast ROI with improved compliance and operational efficiency
- Minimal upfront cost and rates as low as pennies per day

“What we found in J. J. Keller was a partner that not only offered the ELog solution we wanted, but also all the implementation and training support we needed. I can’t emphasize enough the substantial training and support J. J. Keller provided to help roll out ELogs at each of our locations.”

Jessie Simon
Operations Manager
Ashland Valvoline
College Park, GA

The J. J. Keller® ELog Difference
The move to ELogs is easier with J. J. Keller’s mobile platform, which allows you to adopt our system with less hassle and less cost than dash-mounted systems.

J. J. Keller Mobile® logging app receives data from the J. J. Keller® ELD so drivers can track duty status, monitor hours available, access state and industry rule sets, receive alerts of impending Hours of Service violations, and run EDVIRs. This mobile platform gives you several device options:
- The bring-your-own-device (BYOD) option lets drivers download the J. J. Keller Mobile® app on iPhone®, iPad®, or Android™ devices, making this the fastest, easiest, most economical way to implement ELogs.
- The J. J. Keller® Compliance Tablet™ option comes with the J. J. Keller Mobile® app installed and includes both a 4G Verizon data plan and 24/7 remote technical support. You can include optional CoPilot® Truck™ navigation for increased driver efficiency.

J. J. Keller® Encompass® compliance system is the web-based back office that collects data from the J. J. Keller Mobile® app and the ELD to give you a real-time view of Hours of Service compliance via online dashboards. Data can be collected and managed via electronic log, scannable log or manual entry. Choose the edition that’s right for your operation:
- ELogs Edition provides a low-cost, stand-alone E-Log solution for fleets that want to focus on Hours of Service compliance.
- Compliance Edition automates ELogs and provides fleet compliance management tools that give you extraordinary insight to fleet operations and transparency to information at all compliance levels, even across multiple locations.
- Premium Edition automates ELogs and provides fleet compliance and performance management tools to help you maximize profits, strategize for the future, and reduce risk through extraordinary insight to total fleet operations.
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